
620 Paxton Place, Suite 7
Lititz, PA, 17543

717-560-4000
E-Mail:  cojo_wishes@lititzacademyofdance.com

Dear Business Owner or Manager:
 
Hello! My name is Lisa Kalinowski, and I am the Artistic Director of the CoJoMotion Dance
Company. This coming December, we will be presenting our 15th Annual, ‘A Season for Wishes’,
our holiday dance extravaganza that 100% benefits Make-A-Wish Philadelphia, Delaware and
Susquehanna Valley.  Make-A-Wish grants wishes to children with life threatening medical
conditions to enrich the human experience with hope, strength and joy. As the aunt of a former
Wish child, I can tell you firsthand of the blessings this incredible organization brings to these dear
children and their families. This is exactly why we started this show all those years ago.
Wishes can’t come true without people who care. Some volunteer, some donate, but every way
they contribute allows us to share the power of a wish®. Behind every child’s wish, there exists a
special individual, corporation, student organization or foundation that makes it possible.
The success of our program could not be achieved without the generosity and support of the local
businesses of our beloved community. Would you please consider joining us in our efforts to make
as many wishes as possible come true for these dear children? We thank you so much for your
consideration! Again, 100% of the proceeds benefit our local chapter of Make A Wish.
 
Our dance company members are all in grades seven through twelve. I have to tell you what a
blessing it is to see how passionate these kids have become about this cause.  They work so hard
for this, not just dance-wise, but also to raise as much money and awareness for Make-A-Wish as
possible. Having them experience this, seeing the good that can be done when people all work
together for a common goal - this has just been one of the greatest blessings ever. To see them
meet Wish children and their families, to really understand what these Wishes mean - not just to the
children, but to their entire families as well- and to care so much about wanting to help as much as
possible - it's just beautiful. And then to see our community come together to support this, and for
the kids to see that - well, again, it's absolutely beautiful. Thank you so much for taking the time to
read this and considering helping us!
 
Again, with all our hearts, THANK YOU! May God bless you and yours abundantly. 
 
On behalf of all of us at Lititz Academy of Dance and our CoJoMotion Dance Company, with so
much gratitude,
 
Lisa Kalinowski
Artistic Director 
Lititz Academy of Dance, CoJoMotion Dance Company

http://www.lititzacademyofdance.com/performances/a-season-for-wishes/


